"Life is eternal in Mind and, therefore, never begins or ends. Life in bodies begins in thought and ends in thought."
~Lao Russell from Why You Cannot Die!

"The equator which divides you is the still Light which divides all creating things but which, in itself, cannot be divided." ~Home Study Course 3rd Edition

Wrapping Up an AMAZING Year
By Matt Presti – President, USP

Greetings fellow students, alumni, directors and friends:

The USP has had one AMAZING Year. To recap, our first Homecoming Conference in 19 years took place September 17th-18th, 2016.

We also conducted our first class in the State of Missouri on December 16, 2016 for advanced discussion on the Russell Science. Overall, it was a stellar success and we all learned a lot concerning the more advanced principles and concepts of Russell science.
Visit the USP storefront to see all of our available items—Books, Booklets, CD'S and Posters. Download our Pricelist here.

Our Science and Research Committee continues toward completion of our first prototype. Darren Colomb joined me for an INNERVIEW recently where we discussed his start and ongoing study of the Russell teachings and his interests in clean energy production methods as well as his progress with current ongoing research.

Darren has been working full time on tackling the goals of our Science and Research Committee. We are all very grateful to his commitment and devotion to bringing physical proof of concept to much of Dr. Russell's work. There will be many new video productions on the table for 2017 concerning the Russell Science. Just recently, Darren also discovered a treasure trove of unreleased lectures by Dr. Russell.
These will be made available sometime in 2017 on a thumb drive for those interested by phone or through the site.

Constant updating is taking place on the website. Be sure to check out all the recently uploaded issues of Fulcrum Magazine.

A special thanks as always to Cindy Lewis, shipping manager for the USP. Thank you also to the constant support from our Board of Directors, Michael, Tyler, Bill, Jim and Dr. Tim! And finally, my sincere thanks to all the hard work the Committees continue to do on behalf of the USP. We really have a great team of “self-actualized” folks working together very hard to spread the Message of the Divine Iliad across the world stage.
As we move into the New Year, you can expect so much more to come from the USP. Stay tuned to all our social media platforms as well as the newsletters, and general news page.

May your winter SOLSTICE be blessed and full of cheer!

Very truly yours,

Matt Presti – President, USP

Do you prefer an E-Book over print? Visit our Kindle E-Book Store.